
Advance Idea Modules

Web Platform Development for

Education Startup

PROJECT DETAILS

A Web Development

B May 2019 - Ongoing

C Less than $10,000

D
"They are available anytime you contact

them." 

PROJECT SUMMARY

Advance Idea Modules provides continued web

development and maintenance to an online

course platform, helping to build out and

integrate the frontend with custom APIs and add

new features.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

The platform has been

expanded and enabled by

Advance Idea Modules,

allowing the client to better

serve their customers and

continue to grow their

business. The development

team has been efficient and

intuitive, quickly gaining an

understanding of all core

requirements and delivering

results.
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Advance Idea Modules

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

Our company operate e-learning platform that help users to

discover new courses and make their learning easy. My role is

chief product officer.

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
Advance Idea Modules?

We needed a help to accelerate the speed of product

development. AIM helped us to improve our backend and

frontend development and APIs.

What were your goals for this project?

- Create API for web Platform - Build separate front end platform

- Develop new features

E CPO, Online
Education Platform

G Education

F Navsari, India

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor?

We did coding interview with vendor to understand their code

quality and their understanding of requirements

Describe the project in detail.

In first month, they designed all the API that needed to created

based on requirements In second month , they decoupled the front

end and created separate code base for it . After that they

integrated API to front end.

What was the team composition?

There are two developers. One is working on front end part and

another is working on backend part and API.

The Outcome

Can you share any outcomes from the project that
demonstrate progress or success?

The first version of web Platform was launched in 3 months. After

that new features are added every month.

How effective was the workflow between your team
and theirs?

Vendor has great understanding of requirements. They know how

to build things based on requirements. Both developers work

together to complete the task.

What did you find most impressive about this
company?

Very easy to connect and explain the things. They are available

anytime you contact them.
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Are there any areas for improvement?

Need to learn new things to keep up with the latest trend.

parth@aimtechnolabs.com

8866986290

aimtechnolabs.com
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